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ABSTRACT

With rapid development of internet, there are a lot of online news which are made. With all the amount of news circulate, it will require a lot of time and effort to find news with the wanted topic. To make it easy for user to find news with the topic user want, the program is created to automate the news clustering so that user can easily find the related news. The program will implement the k-means algorithm.

K-means algorithm is one of the algorithm for clustering which has long existed. It has been proven in many implementations of program. K-means use euclidean distance to count data point distance between data and centroid. The euclidean distance between all the centroid compared to find the nearest distance. All the euclidean with the nearest distance with the same centroid will be searched for average. The average will be the new centroid data. The process is repeated until the new centroid data not changed or similar with the previous centroid data.

The result is the program that can clustering online news article based on similar topic with user news article. User upload their own news article as the centroid. And the online news taken from kompas.com.
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PREFACE

This project report discuss about K-means algorithm implementation for news clustering. K-means is algorithm that can cluster data. Cluster of data based on the nearest distance between centroid and data. To specify the data cluster, iterative process is done until new centroid value not changed. K-means is implemented to this news clustering program along with 2-dimensional array. In this report will be discussed about background that contain the news clustering problem, how it happen, how to solve it with K-means with 2-dimensional array and the solution result. Then discuss about scope of this project that contain specific question about the focus of the project.

After that will be discussed about studies that have been done similar to this project topic and tell the difference with this project. Next is discussing the steps undertaken in this project. Then discuss an explanation of the news clustering problem from input, process, to output and a design of solution to the news clustering problem. Then displays K-means algorithm and 2-dimensional array data structures in the form of applied applications and program testing. Few main code and program usage with some data example will be shown. Finally, the conclusion of this project that also answer the scope and suggestion for further research will be discussed.
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